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ABSTRACT 

Interest in deep geothermal energy for electricity 

production has increased in the Netherlands. Two 

locations are undergoing detailed studying to assess 

the potential of a 5 to 7 km deep limestone formation. 

Primary permeability of the host rock is in the order 

of microdarcies, therefore natural faults are the main 

target. However, high quality data of these fault 

systems is lacking. This makes it hard to perform a 

study on the potential of faults. When a fault zone is 

discarded as primary target, reservoir stimulation will 

be needed to achieve high enough production rates.  

Because of the quality and amount of log data and 

reliable industry software, conventional propped 

fractures can be designed. Log and core data from 

near wells are interpreted to build a complete input 

dataset for fracture modeling. A nearby, fully-logged 

well is simulated. A range of expected fracture 

dimensions is produced from the input data. A 

sensitivity analysis is performed on results of the 

simulation of the existing well. This will help in the 

future to extrapolate results to the project locations. 

To establish the desired flow rate of 120 kg/s at the 

project location a large number of fractures has to be 

created. The number of fractures to be created and 

their spacing are results of a reservoir modeling study 

which was also performed.  

The limestone formation appears to be suitable for 

reservoir stimulation and application of conventional 

hydraulic fracturing can result in a feasible business 

case. 

This paper describes the work that has been done so 

far and what needs to be done in the near future. 

Future studies should focus on the potential of natural 

fractures and the application of shear/waterfrac-

treatment because these result in a better business 

case if technical risks can be reduced. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geothermal projects in the Netherlands are 

developing steadily. As the country is in a low to 

medium enthalpy environment, all realized projects 

so far are exploiting relatively shallow (2-3 km) 

formations in a hydrothermal setup. The extracted 

geothermal fluid is used for heating purposes.  

Recently, interest in deep geothermal energy for 

electricity or steam production in the Netherlands has 

increased. Whereas almost all EGS projects realized 

so far worldwide have been exploiting granitic or 

sandstone reservoirs, focus in the Netherlands is on a 

limestone formation. Earlier studies have designated 

this formation to be the most promising for 

exploitation of deep geothermal energy (Willemsen 

et al, 2011). 

Two locations are currently undergoing a detailed 

study to explore the possibilities of heat extraction 

from a 5 to 7 km deep limestone formation. Primary 

permeability at these depths is insufficient due to 

high overburden pressure. Therefore focus is on fault 

zones and reservoir stimulation.  

Almost every EGS project so far has focused on 

waterfracs; Groß Schönebeck being an exception 

(Huenges et al, 2004). Application of waterfracs was 

not studied into detail for this study. Reasons are a 

lack of data on shear stresses, higher uncertainty in 

the fracture permeability and lack of adequate 

modeling software.  Application of propped fractures 

was investigated and modeled because this concept 

has the smallest uncertainty with the data that is 

available.  

Still, available data from these depths is very limited 

in number which makes it hard to accurately study 

the extent and thickness of the limestone formation. 

However, with excellent core and log data from a few 

recently drilled wells a detailed image of the 

formation‟s rock properties can be drawn. These 

make it possible to perform an accurate fracture 

design study.  



GEOLOGY 

In order to reach sufficient temperatures for 

electricity production, a large depth has to be 

reached. In the Netherlands the average geothermal 

gradient is 30 ºC/km. The deepest wells indicate an 

increase in the gradient to 45 ºC/km within insulating 

clay layers at approximately 3 to 3.5 km depth. 

Because a temperature of 200 ºC or more is desired, a 

depth of 5,000 m can be set as a minimum. 

Only four wells in the Netherlands have been drilled 

deeper than 5,000 m so the amount of data is very 

limited. In the northern half of the country, where the 

two project locations as well as the four deepest wells 

are located, the oldest found sediments are Devonian.  

The lithostratigraphic columns of the four deepest 

wells are very similar. From a depth of 2,500 m 

downward the most important geological units are 1) 

Permian sandstones containing large volumes of 

natural gas 2) A thick sequence (1 to 2.5 km) of Late 

Carboniferous marine claystones and siltstones. 3) 

200 to 800 m of Early Carboniferous limestones and 

dolomite. 4) Devonian claystones of which only the 

top 100 m has been penetrated. 

The Permian sandstones have proven to be excellent 

geothermal reservoirs in the areas where no natural 

gas is found. However, the formations are too 

shallow (too cold) for the purpose of electricity or 

steam production.  

The potentially most interesting reservoir at great 

depth is the Zeeland Formation from the Early 

Carboniferous. The formation is characterized by 

massive, hard, naturally fractured limestones and 

dolomites. They have been classified according to 

Wright‟s classification (Wright, 1992). They range 

from calcimudstones to grainstones, depending on the 

depositional environment. According to Kombrink 

(2008) and Geluk et al (2007) the distribution of 

paleohighs has played a major role in the deposition 

of the limestones. Figure 1 shows this distribution.  

 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of Early Carboniferous highs 

 and basins (from Geluk et al, 2007). 

 

On the highs, grain and- packstones are found that 

are rich in reef-fossils. Calcimudstones are alleged to 

be present in the interlaying basins. The formation is 

believed to have been deposited throughout the entire 

country. The depth of the formation decreases 

towards the London-Brabant Massif in Belgium. 

Thickness of the formation is between 200 and 800 

m. Because the formation can be quite thin, 

especially in the basins it is believed, the concept is 

to drill the reservoir section horizontally. Moreover, 

when drilling horizontally, there is more room for the 

created fractures. This depends on the stress field, but 

it will shortly follow that this is the case. 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

Seismic data is available but is primarily shot for the 

shallower gas reservoirs. Quality of the data at 

greater depths is insufficient for horizon and fault 

zone interpretation.  

At this moment the concept drilling strategy is to drill 

to the presumed location of a fault zone (based on 

regional fault maps), perform vertical seismic 

profiling in the borehole to identify the exact fault 

zone location and then adjust the drilling path. If 

beforehand a fault zone appears to be unsuitable (f.e 

limited dimensions, limited offset, not open), the 

alternative is hydraulic fracturing of the limestone 

formation. 

In these two projects, prior to drilling a well at the 

desired location, the amount of data of the target 

formation will be low. Three of the four deepest 

wells in the Netherlands penetrate the Zeeland 

Formation, two of which are very recent and provide 

excellent log data. However, these wells are not in 

the vicinity of the project locations which will make a 

translation to these locations troublesome. Therefore 

it was decided to simulate stimulation of an existing 

well to assess the potential of the limestone formation 

for hydraulic fracturing, rather than trying to engineer 

a future fracture design for the project locations. 

The well closest to the project locations, LTG-01, 

was simulated using hydraulic fracturing design 

software. The log and core data from the well are 

publicly available, recent and provide a reliable input 

dataset for simulation. The limestone formation is 

found between 4,350 and 5,120 m depth. All data 

interpretation and simulation results in the next 

paragraphs apply on LTG-01, not on the project 

locations.  

Rock properties 

The log data is interpreted to give the mechanical 

properties of the limestone formation. These are 

required in order to simulate fracture propagation and 

resulting dimensions. The acquired rock properties 



are one dimensional; they vary only with depth. They 

are assumed to be isotropic. 

Permeability 

The ability of a fluid to flow through a porous 

medium, the permeability, is closely related to the 

porosity of the host rock. In conventional 

hydrothermal systems the host rock permeability is 

high in order to establish a high flow rate from 

injection to production well. When the permeability 

of the target reservoir is expected to be low, fault 

zones can be targeted. Because of the great depth of 

the limestone formation, primary permeability was 

assumed to be insufficient for a high enough flow 

rate through the rock matrix. This was confirmed by 

core measurements. 

When for any reason fault zones are not an option, 

EGS is the alternative. When hydraulic fracturing is 

applied on a rock, it is beneficial for the permeability 

to be low. The less of the injected fracturing fluid 

leaks off from the created fracture to the host rock 

formation, the less pressure is needed to enhance 

fracture propagation. 

A porosity log of LTG-01 is available for the 

reservoir section. Based on core measurements from 

the limestone formation, a poro-perm relationship is 

constructed. A total of 52 core measurements were 

corrected for depth and occurrence of natural 

fractures to yield the relation shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Poro-perm relationship of target reservoir. 

 

A cut-off value of 10 mD was used. Several core 

measurements showed the presence of natural 

fractures in combination with higher permeability 

values. These measurements were discarded. A 

bilinear relationship was eventually constructed to 

prevent that extremely low porosity value result in 

extremely high permeability values. This relation 

results in a permeability log of the reservoir section. 

This is implemented in the fracture modeling 

software to result in varying leak off rates with depth. 

φavg = 0.3% and kavg = 0.03 mD. 

The presence of natural fractures can increase the 

permeability of the host rock significantly. Slabs of 

the limestone formation from each of the deep wells 

show a high density of vertical and horizontal 

fractures. Borehole image analysis needs to be 

performed to determine the nature (drilling induced 

or natural), density and dimensions of the fractures. 

For future studies this needs to be included in a 

fracture model, because natural fractures influence 

the orientation and propagation of a created fracture. 

Moreover, the natural fracture network can provide 

enough surface area for sufficient natural fluid flow 

to the production well. 

Poisson’s ratio 

Poisson‟s ratio (v) is the ratio of lateral extension to 

axial shortening, instigated by a certain stress. It 

describes the elastic behavior of the rock. A log of 

Poisson‟s ratio is constructed for the reservoir section 

in LTG-01. It can be calculated from (Zoback, 2008): 

 

     (1) 

 

where Vp is the compressional wave velocity (m/s) 

and Vs is the shear wave velocity (m/s). The resulting 

plot is shown in figure 3. vavg over the reservoir 

section is 0.32, which is fairly high for a limestone. 

 
Figure 3: Poisson’s ratio log for LTG-01. 

Young’s modulus 

Young‟s modulus (E) is the ratio of stress to strain or 

a measure of resistance to elastic deformation. It is 

derived from the following formulas (Zoback, 2008): 
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where G is the shear modulus and  is the density of 

the overburden. The resulting plot is shown in figure 

4. Eavg over the reservoir section is 67.9 MPa.  

 

 
Figure 4: Young’s modulus log for LTG-01. 

Other 

Fracture toughness is an important parameter in 

fracture modeling and is a measure of a material's 

resistance to fracture propagation. It was taken from 

literature and averaged over the reservoir section to 

be 750 kPa/m
1/2 

(Meyer et al, 2011). Thermal 

properties of the limestone formation and fluid 

properties are also taken from literature.  

Stress field 

The orientation and magnitude of the three principal 

stresses determine the direction and dimensions of 

the created fractures. The orientation of the 

maximum horizontal stress (Shmax) is acquired from 

the world stress map (Heidbach et al, 2008). 

Borehole breakouts were not evaluated. The 

orientation of Shmax is similar to the orientation of 

pre-existing faults; therefore we assume to be in a 

normal stress regime (Zoback, 2008). When 

assuming an isotropic medium, the fracture will 

propagate in the direction of Shmax. The magnitude 

does not affect fracture propagation or its created 

dimensions.  

Because we assume to be in a normal stress regime, 

the vertical stress (Sv) is the largest stress. It is 

calculated from the overburden density. As a result of 

this stress state, created fractures will be vertical. 

Most important in fracture simulation is the minimum 

horizontal stress (Shmin). The direction is 

perpendicular to Shmax. Its magnitude can be 

calculated from the following equation (Zoback, 

2008): 

 

 (3) 

 

where Sv is the vertical stress (MPa) and Pp is the 

pore pressure (MPa) which is assumed to be 

hydrostatic. For LTG-01 the log derived from the 

equation is shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Minimum horizontal stress log for LTG-01. 

MODELING STUDY 

Fracture simulation 

Well LTG-01 was simulated to study the behavior of 

the limestone if a fracturing treatment was to be 

applied. Resulting fracture dimensions and 

permeability are input for the reservoir model.  

Simulations are carried out with MFrac; a software 

package for fracture engineering (Meyer et al, 2011). 

MFrac models tensile failure of the host rock. In oil 

and gas industry propped fractures are still the most 

common type of treatment and MFrac is assumed to 

be very reliable when modeling this kind of failure. 

The model does not account for shear failure when 

creating fractures. The reservoir is assumed to be 

infinite in the horizontal plane and isotropic. 

The size and mass of proppant and the viscosity and 

volume of injected fracturing fluid are the most 

important parameters in the treatment schedule. The 

treatment schedule can be adjusted to design a 

fracture with preferred properties. Analytical fluid 

and heat flow calculations give an indication of 

desired dimensions for the created fractures, before 

the simulation is started.  

The flow rate through the fracture is largely 

dependent on surface area A in figure 6. The heat 

exchange between host rock and fracture is largely 

dependent on surface area B in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: Left: fracture width vs height. Right:  

 fracture length vs height. 

 



Rock properties are kept constant throughout the 

modeling. All simulations have been carried out with 

common 20/40 mesh natural sand. Despite the large 

depth and thus closure pressure, sand crushing is 

expected to have a minor impact on fracture 

permeability. 

Reservoir simulation 

First, analytical calculations are performed to assess 

whether the desired flow rate of 120 kg/s can be 

obtained with the resulting fracture dimensions and 

permeability of each of the eight model runs. We 

assumed Darcian flow in the propped fracture, and 

modeled the fracture as a rectangular channel. Flow 

in the fracture is driven by a pressure gradient 

between injection and production well. This gradient 

is calculated analytically to be 250 bar. This pressure 

difference is caused by the column of cold water in 

the injection well and additional pressure by an 

injection pump.  

By increasing the number of fractures, the desired 

flow rate can always be achieved. However, due to 

costs and technical constrains, the number of 

fractures should preferably not exceed 20. The 

minimum spacing between fractures, to prevent 

thermal interference, was modeled with HST3D 

(Kipp, 1986). 

If, for any of the eight runs the desired flow rate is 

attained while keeping the number of fractures below 

20, the temperature evolution in the production well 

is modeled. This will indicate whether the engineered 

fracture system is suitable for 30 years of production. 

The fluid and heat flow processes involved in 

simulating the temperature evolution are modeled 

with software package HST3D. The reservoir is 

assumed to be impermeable and infinite. Fluid 

density effects are taken into account. Exchange of 

heat between the host rock and fracture fluid is 

through conduction.  

Sensitivity analysis 

In MFrac a sensitivity analysis has been performed. 

The effect of a change in the four most important 

rock properties (E, v, Shmin and k) on the resulting 

fracture volume was assessed. Each of the four 

parameter logs is increased and decreased by 20%. 

Also, the effect of increasing the total mass of 

injected proppant on the fracture volume was 

assessed, because it proved to be one of the most 

significant design parameters. 

RESULTS 

Fracture and reservoir modeling show that created 

(propped) fractures ideally have dimensions of 

approximately 700 m (l) by 150 m (h) by 5 mm (w). 

These dimensions provide enough surface area a) for 

the fluid to be sufficiently heated by the host rock on 

its path from injection to production well and b) to 

facilitate the desired flow rate of 120 kg/s.  

Because we found fracturing fluid characteristics 

have a large impact on fracture dimensions, two 

scenarios were modeled. In scenario 1 a fluid with 

viscosity decreasing with time was used to ensure a 

clean fracture and easy cleanup. In scenario 2 a 

constant viscosity fluid was used to ensure proppant 

is kept in suspension until the end of the frac job. For 

each scenario, four model runs with increasing 

proppant mass were simulated. Results are shown in 

table 1. 

 

Table 1: Results of four model runs for each scenario 

 showing fracture dimensions and 

 permeability.  

Scenario 1 (a-d) 

Prop. mass (tons kg) 

l  

(m) 

w 

(mm) 

h  

(m) 

k  

(mD) 

1500 769 3.5 107 69404 

2000 853 3.8 129 69628 

2500 750 5.2 143 69123 

3000 552 8.1 77 68836 

Scenario 2 (a-d) 

Prop. mass  (tons kg) 

l 

(m) 

w 

(mm) 

h  

(m) 

k 

(mD) 

700 700 0.97 256 75785 

1200 802 1.52 260 75003 

1700 781 2.46 276 73526 

2200 765 3.62 309 71595 

 

Figure 7 shows the effect of increasing proppant 

mass on fracture volume.  

 

 
Figure 7: Effect of proppant mass on fracture  

 volume. 

 

Fracture volume is the volume of one fracture wing, 

which is assumed to be rectangular. Up to a certain 

point, increasing proppant mass has a positive effect 

on fracture volume. However, when too much 

proppant is injected, flow back causes the fracture 

volume to decrease.  

The masses of proppant injected in these simulations 

are high compared to conventional oil and gas and 

other EGS fracture treatments. Still, fracturing 

treatments where up to 600 tons kg per fracture is 

injected are not uncommon. It is believed that 



injecting these masses of proppant is constrained by 

costs rather than technology (pers. comm. G. Nitters).  

The volume of injected fracturing fluid can be kept 

relatively low in both scenarios because the leakoff 

coefficient is extremely low (caused by the low 

permeability). Theoretically, long fractures can be 

created with relatively low injection pressures due to 

the high Young‟s modulus and Poisson‟s ratio. 

However, because of the large minimum horizontal 

stress, high pressures (and proppant mass) are still 

required to obtain a favorable fracture width. 

Large amounts of proppant are required to achieve a 

good fill of the created fracture. In conventional oil 

and gas frac jobs, similar fracture dimensions are 

encountered but require far less proppant. This is 

caused by the large vertical stress.  

From the perforation interval, the fracture propagates 

down rather than up. This is caused by the weight of 

the fluid-proppant mixture. As a result, injected 

proppant will very rapidly sink down and settle if the 

viscosity of the fluid is not high enough. This can 

result in a poorly propped fracture. After closure, 

two-thirds of its initially created height and therefore 

volume can be lost. To counteract this, a very high 

viscosity fluid can be used or proppant masses can be 

increased significantly. A very high viscosity fluid 

restricts fracture growth in the horizontal plane and 

may result in decreasing flow rates by creating a skin. 

Increasing the proppant mass results in higher costs 

but was preferred.  

Analytical calculations state that to reach the desired 

flow rate of 120 kg/s at least 20 fractures (i.e. 40 

fracture wings) need to be created. The exact number 

varies between the eight runs but is, for most runs, a 

lot higher. Looking at the fracture dimensions it is 

pretty straightforward to conclude that runs 1d, 2c 

and 2d allow the largest flow rate. Assuming a 

number of 20 fractures, model run 2d easily reaches 

the 120 kg/s whereas runs 1d and 2c are just short of 

120 kg/s and would require more fractures. 

HST3D simulations indicate the fracture spacing 

should be at least 150 m, depending on fracture 

dimensions, to avoid thermal interference between 

adjacent fractures. A plot of the extent of the cold 

front around the injection well for model run 2d is 

shown in figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Extent of cold front around injection well  

 for model run 2d after 30 years of injection. 

Assuming an average fracture spacing of 150 m and a 

number of 20 fractures, this implies that a 3,000 m 

(horizontal) section has to be drilled and stimulated. 

The temperature evolution in the production well was 

calculated numerically with HST3D, assuming a flow 

rate of 120 kg/s through the fracture system. The 

temperature decline then depends on the number of 

fractures and the surface area of thermal exchange 

between fluid and host rock. Figure 9 shows the 

resulting temperature decline after 30 years for model 

run 2d, with 20 and 15 fractures.  

 

 
Figure 9: Temperature decline in production well for 

 model run 2d. 

 

Reservoir temperature at -5,000 m was assumed to be 

178 ºC, which is the average of the „normal‟ and 

„increased‟ geothermal gradients. This is a 

conservative scenario. The figure shows that as the 

number of fractures decreases and the total flow rate 

through the fracture system remains constant, the 

flow rate per fracture must increase. Cool injected 

water reaches the production well more quickly and 

gets less chance to absorb the heat of the formation 

and therefore the temperature drop is larger. The 

temperature drop for 20 fractures for model run 2d is 

very acceptable. 

Overall, the designed fracture of model run 2d shows 

the best performance regarding flow and thermal 

effects. 

All results presented so far are specifically for the 

simulation of well LTG-01. Varying the treatment 

schedule (fracturing fluid and proppant mass) can 

have a considerable effect on the fracture dimensions 

as has been shown above. However, rock properties 

are also likely to change from the location of LTG-01 

to either of the project locations. Figure 10 shows the 

results of the sensitivity analysis that was performed 

on the four major rock properties. 

 

 
Figure 10: Effect of varying rock properties on  

 fracture volume. 



 

The applied variations of 20% are considered to be 

fairly large. The lithology of the limestone is 

expected to change laterally but not to a great extent. 

According to literature, variations in Poisson‟s ratio 

and Young‟s modulus are dependent on porosity, but 

for a limestone they are relatively small (Zoback, 

2008). Variation is Shmin is related to variation in 

Poisson‟s ratio and the pore pressure and overburden 

density. These last two parameters are also expected 

not to vary more than 20%.  

However, resulting variations in fracture dimensions 

are significant. The figure shows that changes in 

Young‟s modulus and the minimum horizontal stress 

direction have the largest impact on the fracture 

volume. A decrease in fracture volume of 37% as is 

the case for Shmin results in a similar decrease in flow 

rate. The effect of Poisson‟s ratio and the host rock 

permeability is of less importance to the model 

outcome.  

DISCUSSION 

The fracture dimensions seem to be mainly controlled 

by Young‟s modulus, the minimum horizontal stress 

and the design parameters. However, the effect of the 

host rock permeability is underestimated. It was 

chosen to apply the same variation of 20% to each of 

the four rock properties in the sensitivity analysis. 

Since the permeability is already in the order of 

microdarcies, a variation on this value would have a 

negligible effect. It can be that the model is more 

sensitive to certain ranges of values and that the 

permeability plays a bigger role if it has a higher 

value. 

A variation in Young‟s modulus does not show a 

negative effect on the fracture volume. This can be 

contributed to the fact that as one of three dimensions 

increases, another decreases and these effects 

neutralize each other. However, when looking at the 

changes in the three dimensions separately, they 

appear to be contradictory to literature findings. 

Other sensitivity studies show that a decrease in 

Young‟s modulus would imply an increase in fracture 

width and a decrease in length and height. This does 

not correspond with our findings and this also 

accounts for other of the four rock properties. Our 

explanation is that the complexity of hydraulic 

fracturing does not allow for these kind of 

straightforward conclusions to be drawn. 

Another point of discussion is that it would be 

technically challenging to create 20 fractures along a 

3,000 m horizontal section at these great depths. 

Operations like this are not only very costly but also 

require advanced drilling and fracturing techniques. 

Nonetheless it would still be feasible to complete 

such an operation. 

It is obvious that the more fractures are created, the 

lower the flow rate per fracture and therefore the 

larger the heat exchange between formation and 

fracture fluid. This will result in a lower temperature 

decline in the production well. The number of 

fractures is only limited by the costs and technical 

constraints. The aim of this study was not to design a 

fracture for a future fracturing treatment but to 

investigate the potential and limitations of propped 

fractures for the use in this particular EGS system. 

The results indicate a fracture system can be designed 

to achieve the desired flow rate without resulting in a 

thermal breakthrough. Temperature decline in the 

production well is highly dependent on number of 

fractures. If a reasonable (and cost-effective) number 

is fractures is chosen, only one of eight model runs 

shows an acceptable temperature decline.  

The proppant mass is large compared to conventional 

fracturing treatments or other EGS projects. 

However, injecting these amounts of proppant is 

believed to be feasible. Future studies will also focus 

on the potential, use and uncertainties of waterfrac 

treatments for these particular project locations.  
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